
WHAT TO WATCH THIS MONTH 

 

The Misbucha.   

It's Shtisel meets The Godfather when rival gangs of the Jewish Mafia battle 

for control of the bi-coastal entertainment industry.  Everybody in show 

business turns out to be Jewish in this uproarious Sunday night bloodbath!  

"It's nothing personal, Murray.  It's business."  (Torah explodes.) Celebrity 

cameos include Brad Pitt as "The Shabbos Goy." 

Claire’s Clavicle 

Based on the Six Moral Tales of Eric Rohmer, this made-for-television film 

concerns an older artist obsessed with a beautiful college student’s clavicle.  

He finally finds himself alone with Claire, in a French seaside town, and 

asks for permission to touch her clavicle.  She grants it.  He’s immediately 

sued for sexual harassment.  His sixty-year career is over and he finds 

himself living in an assisted-living apartment for sex offenders watching old 

Bob Hope movies.  Starring Greta Thunberg and Jeffrey Toobin. 

Sexy Knights: (based on the Danish hit Lancelot, The Ceiling Needs 

Painting!) 

Imagine a costumed dating show where the costumes are complete suits of 

armor!  These contestants are welded into their suits right on camera—and 

they can’t get out of them until they are unwelded at the end of every 

episode!  Better reinforce your love seat because these buns of steel take on 

some serious weight in this hilarious half-hour joust for the fun of it! 

 

Netflix begins courting older viewers this week with its premiere of three 

new series: 

Yellow Days: (based on the song by Percy Faith)  
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A comedy about frequent urination?  We'd give you more details, but we 

gotta run to the bathroom.  Let's just say this new smash adult-comedy 

definitely answers the question: What's streaming? 

Can They Make This Print Any Smaller? 

Hilarious quiz show asks older contestants to read the expiration dates on 

groceries.  (“February 12, 1977?  Is that OK for chicken liver?”) 

Why Did I Come Into This Room Again? 

Contestants are read a list of ten items to buy at Home Depot.  See what they 

actually come home with!  (“I thought he said a thousand pounds of 

birdseed.”) 

 

Do You Like Piña Coladas? 

Anthony Scaramucci stars as a former DJ who returns to Queens to get rid of 

his unwanted inheritance: an old warehouse full of bellbottoms, leisure suits, 

and Farrah Fawcett posters—only to discover a whole new generation has 

gone retro!  And, in the eyes of Generation Z, the Mooch is the Man!  

Suddenly he’s rich!  He's famous!  He produces a sequel to Saturday Night 

Fever starring the 67-year-old John Travolta.  On the first day of shooting, 

Travolta trips on his platform shoes, throws his back out, and has to be 

carted away in an ambulance.  Now the Mooch better learn to dance—and 

fast!  

L.G.BLT: Michael Cunningham (The Hours 3: My Girl Leonard) pens this 

hilarious sitcom set in the world of New York's favorite non-binary deli. 

When Andrew Carnegie, Jr. (Al Pacino) decides to open an updated version 

of the Carnegie Deli right across the street from L.G.BLT, all the regulars 

know they’re in for the battle of their lives!  Street riots erupt over pronoun 

use!  The entire cast of To Kill a Mockingbird showing up chanting: 

“Atticus!  Atticus!”  It’s cinéma vérité with a hot pastrami and a Doctor 

Brown’s black cherry! 

A Bowler’s Hat 
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(based on the hit song: “A Bowler Hat”) 

Get ready for some crazy bowling competition and with some really k-razy 

hats!  With an original score by Stephen Sondheim! 

 It’s called a bowler’s hat, 

It’s pale chartreuse. 

My partner sinks against the wall, 

He’s thrown another gutter ball, 

I think he needs to rent some better shoes…   


